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IMC Editorial Policies- Summary of International Overviews of Newswire and Feature Policies

Originally, the top page consisted of open publishing only (Right?). 'Editorial policies'  and 'moderating filters'  were introduced little by little in response to problems like spam, trolls, double posts, rants, irrelevant posts,  too quick turnover of articles.

Role of Editors
Many sites don't use the term 'editor' but 'editorial collective', 'moderators' etc. to stress difference from mainstream editorial process. I also would consider 'facilitator.' 


Areas for editorial/moderating policies

1. For the OPEN PUBLISHING NEWSWIRE (right hand column)  

- The open publishing newswire is the heart and soul of IMCs. Anyone can post, minimal editorial interference (moderating). 

-  'Editorial policy' in most IMCs  filters out:
sexist, racist, pornographic (except satire and art), fascist, commercial, purely personal attacks, death threats or information on how to make deadly weapons, etc.  Such posts are deleted or hidden by editorial team members. The policy must be made public (transparency requirement). Some IMCs have more or less stringent policies.

- Our current policy at IMC Japan (based on Adeleide IMC) - http://japan.indymedia.org/mod/info/display/msep/index.php:  "We reserve the right to remove any and all material which is racist, sexist or promoting hatred and intolerance."-  also "defamatory postings."

- Our current policy does NOT justify editors hiding newswire postings that are:
 'off-topic,' 'irrelevant,' commercial, cross-posted, unintelligible, repetitive, repressively political, missionary religious, privacy-invading, third-language (non-English/Japanese),  intentionally false and misleading, copyrighted, against IMC principles of unity, etc.

-  For pointing out false or disputed information, readers are supposed to use the comment function to point out problems and correct information. In a slow/underused IMC like ours, the editors should take care to do this.

- Newswire editorial policy usually also says what kinds of postings are encouraged. But this is apparently not enough to really encourage diverse voices. Pro-active measures are neccessary, e.g. networking, assisting and encouraging possible contributors, personal communication, outreach activities, posting and linking by editors. See Rouge Valley Policy for supporting users with no writing experience.


2. for FEATURES (center column/ headline section): 
Features are created by hand by editorial team members. All IMCs have them, but the feature editorial policy not always spelled out.

Types of features:
- Highlights/Headlines: simply taking articles from newswire and putting them in the center column, making few if any changes. (this is what we have been doing mostly). 
- In-depth reporting and analysis: Solicited articles & original writing (often by editorial members)
- Overviews: Summarizing, commenting and pulling together stories that were posted separately

Two aspects of policy:
2.1 Selection/creation procedure: Who suggests, who decides and how. Systems used:  
- undefined "democratic/collective decisions"
- 24hr time limits for opposing a suggested feature (if nobody opposes it, it goes up)
- voting whether or not to run a feature
- consensus must be reached in editorial team (one opposition can block it)
- support by 2 editorial team members required
- discussed in face-to-face editorial meeting 
- interested editor contacting other members for approval

2.2 Selection criteria: What will be given priority. 
Most IMCs imitate unquestioningly the two main mainstream "news values"- timeliness, geographic proximity. Different from mainstream in emphasizing underrepresented views, minority rights, social justice, issues ignored by mainstream media (e.g. Seattle, Thunder Bay etc.). Some say features will reflect editorial members ideological views. 

Others:
3. Unforeseen problems: Most IMCs have a policy for dealing with other problematic newswire posts or features. See Aotarea  'unanticipated problems' 

4. A system for complaints. Example: 
